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The Einstein and Hopf's work is discussed and, taking into ac-
count the radiated energy by the dipole during the fluctuations and the
zero point field, we deduce Planck's radiation law.

RESUHEN

Se discute el trabajo de Einstein y Hopf y, tomando en cuenta
la energía radiada por el dipolo durante las fluctuaciones y el campo de
punto cero, se deduce la ley de radiación de Planck.
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1. INTROOOCfION

After Planck's proposal of his spectral distribution law far
the radiatían in a cavity, Einstein, among others. began studying both
the consequences and the physical basis oí the law. In 1909, using his
fanvus "gedankenexperiment" of the Brownian miTrar(l) within an ideal
gas in equilibrium with electromagnetic radiatian at ternperature T,
Einstein tried to establish, in a rigorous way, the corpuscular nature
of radiation by means of which he showed the incompatibility between
Planck's law and the electromagnetic theory. Ayear 1ater, in colabora-
tion with Hopf(2) he showed that the classical laws lead necessarily to
Rayleigh's radiatían law. At this stage. the problem seemed to be solved
and the discussion carne to an end. Nevertheless half a century lateT,
in 1969. Boyer(3) analyzed once again this problem under new pcrspec-
tives (4): He supposes that even at T = O there exists a classical random
electromagnetic radiation field (zero point field or background field)
which has a Lorentz invariant spectrum(S) p(w,T=O) -w3; the fIuctuations
scale is fixed in such a way that the energy per normal mode is ~ hw.
In this way, basing his approach on Einstein and Hopf's ideas, Boyer was
able to deduce Planck1s complete distribution law (including the zero
point term). However, this derivation is crucially dependent on the in-
teractions between the dipale and the waIls of the cavity, which Boyer
considered independent oí T. In the present paper an alternative deri-
vation, where the central hypothesis is that the radiation exchange be-
tween thf dipale and vacuurn fieId dces not depend on temperature, is pre-
sented.

2. A MJDlFlCATION OF EINSI'EIN AND OOPF'S WORKFRO>l TIlE POINT OF VIEW OF
STOCHASI'IC ELECfRODYNAMICS

In arder to bring about our discussion it is necessary to pre-
sent briefly both the fundamental ideas of Einstein and Hopf's(2)work and
the modification suggested by Boyer(3).

Einstein and Hop£ studied the conditions under which there
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exists equilibrium between an oscillating dipole within an ideal mono-
atomic gas and a radiation fieId at temperature T. They proposed as a
characteristic oí equilibrium the condition

where

(p2(t+ot» = (p2(t)

p(t + ot) = p(t) + ~ - Rp(t)ot

(1)

(2)

Here ~ is the fluctuating impulse given by the field to the dipole during
ot and Rp is a resistive force caused by the anisotropy of the field due
to the motion of the dipole.

Einstein and Hopf assumed that ~ and pare not correlated,
that (~) = O and that ot is very small, so Eqs. (1) and (2) led to the
relationship

The values for (62) and R, obtained using classical electromagnetism,
are

8 TI'lte2c 2
15"""iiT P (w, T)ot

and

(3)

(4 )

4 n2e2 [ 1 dp(W, T)]R = 15 m2c2 p(w,T) - 3"w dW (S)

They also obtained (p2) by means of the equipartition thecrem, which
they considcred firmly established by experiment for the translational
motion of the dipole. With this result and using Eqs. (4) and (S) inte
Eq. (3) they arrive to the differential equation

n2c3 p2(w,T) = p(w T) _ l w dp(w,T)
"JriT (1)2 '3 300

whose SOlution is the Rayleigh's distribution law.
Onthe other hand, Boyer took into account the existence oí

(6)
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the zero point ficId in his analysis. The spectnun carmot contribute to
a resistive force depending on the velocity due to the LoTentz invariance;
hence the energy withdrawn from the background field by the dipole is
no! balanced by the ~rk done by a dissipa.tive force similar to !<p.
Therefore, the energy oí the partiele should increase indefinitely, no!
allowing in this way to reach equilibrium. Nevertheless, Boyer correct-
Iy concluded that, in an equilibrium situation, there mus! exist a mech-
anism by means of which the absorbed energy oí the background field may
be dissipated. HeproJX'scdthat the dissipation is due to the colli-
siolls oí the dipole against the cavity wal1s. He proposed, instead oí
Eq. (2), the following:

p(t + 6t) = p(t) + [, - Rp(t)6t + J (7)

where J is the impulse communicated by collisions to the wall during the
time interval 6t. Boyer argues that the averages involving P. ~ and J

could satisfy the conditions

(p[,) (P[,)o O

(f,J) ( f,J}o O

(pJ)o < O

R6t « ,.

(J2 ) « ([,2)o

(pJ) = (pJ) o

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

On squaring (7) and averaging, he obtained from Eqs. (8), (9)
and (12), for T = O, the follmáng express ion:

_ (~2)
o

(14 )

With these hypothesis he derives instead of Eq. (3) the equa-
tion
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(15)

Considering the values of <~2) and R derived hy Einstein and
Ilopfandusingfor<~2)o thevalueof<~2)withp(w.T=O) = h~", he

2n cobtained

whose solution is

p(w, T) hw3 th hw--co -
2n2c3 2kT

(16 )

( 17)

which is Planck's distribution law including the zero point termo
Although the preceding analysis i5 quite interesting, sorne oí

the hypothesis on which it is based are not justified as it has becn dis-
cussed previousl/6). Such hypothesis are fus. (8), (9) and (14).

The conditions established by &IS. (8) and (14) are inconsist-
ent: let K being the average momcntum exchangc with thc cavity wall dur-
ing a co11ision. Since the co11ision itself is nn inelastic ane, and
despite this the particle does not stick to the wall, thc value for K
should lie between -~ and 2~ , and if y represents the number of
collisions during the time intenral 6t. therefore <J2)::r:::yK2. Using a si-
milar argumento ene can arrive to (pJ)~_yK2. Sincc y i5 proportion..1.1
to V1/3• where V i5 the volurnc of the cavity. ene couId choosc a volume
such that either (8) or (14) might be satisfied, but not both. In addi-
tion, since y is a temperature-dependent variable 3150, Eq. (13) eould
not be fulfilled. This lattcr discussion together with the faet coneern-
ing the independence of both the kinetie energy distrihution and the
spectral distribution upan cavity size shows the unccrtain role p1ayed
by the walls of the cavity in thc Einstein and Hopf's work.

Boyer's eonelusion about the need for a dissipativc mechanism
by means of ~hich the absorbed cnergy of the background fieId may be eli-
minated so that the equi1ibrium may he reached, i5 quite important. Ir
we look for another possib1e dissipation proccss, we realize, byanalyz-
ing Eq. (2), that the radiated energy that results from the dipole violent
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fluctuations has not beeo taken into account, This radiation produces a
rcsistive force oí the same arder oí magnitude as that oí Rp and there-
fore it must be considered. As we shall sec, this allows us to obtain
Planck' s law.

If the lost impulse due to the radiation cmission during the
fluctuations is reprcsented by T, we can write. instead oí Eq. (2),

p(t + ót)

where r is given by

r = Frad <St

p(t) + 6 - Rp(t)ót - r (18)

( 19;

and Frad is the radiation damping force.
Gonsidering that ó and Tare statistically independent in equi-

libriun, then

(6<) = O (20)

Using Eq. (18) and Einstein and Hopf's hypothesis into Eq. (1)
we obtain, instead of Eq. (3),

2RkTó t - 2(pr) (21)

Now we need to know the value of (pr). From Eq. (19) we obtain

(pr) m P ó t (22)

wherep=(l'.F)
m rad

~ (p2) is the radiated power. Since P does
3m2c3

no! depend on velocity it can no! be temperaturc dependent*, and its val-
ue, in tcrms of the energy absorbed from the background field, can be ob-
tained in the following way. Using Eq. (1) into Eq. (18) for T = O (in
this case R= O), we get

( 62 ) = 2 ( pr)T=O (23)

* Also it should be noticed that if P is independent of reference system.
it could not be temperature dependent.
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and since the right term represents the radiated power, which is inde.
pendent of T, then

2P6t (24)

USing this result into Eq. (21) we obtain

( 1\2) - (1\2) = 2 m R k T 6 tT-O

whieh is preeisely Eq. (15) that led to Planek's law(3,6,7).
It shouId be noted that if we write

(25)

(26)

where (1\2}T are the thermal fIuetuations., then, from Eq. (25), we can
eoneIude that the energy absorbed by the dipoIe from the thennaI fieId
is exactly that one dissipated by means oí the velocity dependent force.
Hencc the radiation is the process by means oí which the energy withdrawn
frcm the background fieId is dissipated. Equation (26) is in a somewhat
naive sense similar to a fluctuation-dissipation relationship fro T= O.

In arder to be certain on that the radiation damping is the
dissipation mechanism it seems worthwhile to eonsider Eq. (18) from an-
other point of view; Eq. (18) can be rewritten as

p(t + 6t) - p(t)
6t

1\--Rp(t)-F!St rad (27)

llsing Eq. (19) and sinee 6t has been assumed to be very small,
Eq. (27) can take the forro

¡jet) F(t) - R p(t) 2e2 ••
3e3 p (28)

2e2 ••where Frad = 3c3 p

Sinee F(t) is the random force exerted by the field on the di-
pole, Eq. (28) and henee Eq. (18), represent the Abraham-Lorentz equation
to whieh the systematie force -Rp(t) , exerted by the radiation field
* It has been assumed that the thermal and vacuum interactions are sta-

tistically independent. See Refs. 6 and 7.
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prcssure on the dipole, has been added.

3. CONCLUSICNS

On the basis of Einstein and Hopf's work, we can conclude that
they obtained Rayleigh's distribution law rather than to Planck1s law
because oí the omission of two fUndamental facts: The radiated energy
during fluctuations and the existence of the background ficId.
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